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ABSTRACT 

Numerous unijunction transistor (UJT) devices, fabricated by 

conventional planar technology from nominal 100 ohm-cm n-type silicon, 

yielded measured results quite irreconcilable with those predicted 

by a simple model. Three major considerations were identified. 

(1) Thermal oxidation produced a substantial positive surface 

potential; the resultant surface conductance is an important contribu

tor to the current flow and invalidates any simple "resistance" 

model. For a representative device, the excess surface conductance 

was five times greater than the bulk conductance. 

(2) Typically, diffusions designed to produce light-heavy 

(L-H) "junctions" are considered prerequisite to the formation of 

satisfactory ohmlc contacts to lightly doped material. The energy 

barrier associated with such an L-H "junction" opposes the "exit" 

of minority carriers. An idealized analysis provides for comparison 

the conductivity profiles which result when an arbitrary, nonequilibrium 

mixture of minority and majority carrier currents "exit" from a block 

of material bounded, in a first case, by an L-H "junction" and, in 

a second case, by a hypothetical surface of infinite recombination 

velocity. Greatly different values of peak conductivity modulation are 

predicted to occur; the values produced by the first case exceed the 

xii 
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values produced by the second case by as much as three orders of 

magnitude. 

(3) Planar-diffused n-type L-H "junctions", if sufficiently 

abrupt, exhibited avalanche breakdown when biased as an exit contact; 

breakdown was never observed to occur when biased as an entrance 

contact. Such breakdowns are believed to result from the relatively 

massive injection of free electrons into the space-charge layer 

induced by a comparatively large positive surface potential. 

A p-n junction guard ring surrounding an n-type L-H 

"junction" was conceived of as a composite base one contact. The 

purpose of such a guard ring is twofold: the ring effectively 

"disconnects" the surface conductance from the bulk conductance, and 

the p-n junction defeats the mechanism taken to be responsible for 

the avalanche (surface) breakdowns. An experimental UJT incorporating 

such a composite base one contact yielded attractive quasi-static 

characteristics. The single fault resulted from the failure of the 

emitter characteristic to saturate as abruptly as is typical of a 

conventional UJT. 

The dissertation concludes with the following speculative 

proposal. The normal base structure of a UJT Is replaced by a 

conventional planar n-p-n transistor (BJT) except that a small 

"pipe" of n-material is driven through the base to form a low conductance 

path from emitter to collector. The "leaky" (BJT) emitter-base will 

function as a composite base one contact for a UJT. It is proposed 
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that: with suitable design, a reasonable fraction of the (UJT) emitter 

current will function as base current into the BJT causing a relatively 

large current to flow to the collector (UJT base two). The foregoing 

scheme is anticipated to produce ratios of modulated to unmodulated 1̂  

greater than 100; the ratio for a conventional UJT rarely exceeds 6. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This study concerns Itself primarily with the problems and 

limitations encountered in the design and fabrication of unijunction 

transistors (UJT) using silicon planar technology. 

Evolution of the Study 

The study reported here evolved from a proposal by 

Dr. R. H. Mattson for a neuristor realization (Mattson,•1964). 

The suggested realization presupposed an array of unijunction transis

tors fabricated in close physical proximity upon a single silicon die 

after the manner of planar integrated circuits. Successful operation 

of neuristor lines presupposed, further, that the characteristics 

of individual member devices within an array would be nearly identical. 

A practical consideration suggested that the UJT be designed to operate 

2 
at quite low dissipation levels. The conjecture that neuristor coupling 

1. The term "neuristor", obtained from neuron, refers to a 
class of instrumentalities which simulate the electrical behavior of 
animal nerve tissue. 

2. Adjacent unijunction devices within a neuristor array 
were assumed to interact by two distinct mechanisms: potential changes 
and minority charge injection. Potential coupling was favored as the 
more controllable of the two methods. 

1 



would result predominately from changes in potential recommended 

the use of as high resistivity starting material as could otherwise 

be accommodated. 

Neuristor prototypes did not conform at all well to the 

foregoing requirements. Experimental devices often failed to achieve 

even mediocre standards of uniformity and reproducibility. Gross 

discrepancies sometimes existed between measured results and. first 

order theoretical predictions. The following conclusion was inescap-

able. Surface effects and contact phenomena may profoundly affect 

terminal performance -- on occasion, these effects may dominate, 

device behavior. 

An overvie~.;r of the problem areas was adjudged to be both 

useful and worthwhile. Accordingly, an in-depth examinat_ion of the 

planar-processed unijunction transistor was undertaken. 

Types and Classes of 
Unijurtction Transistors 

Electron devices, like people, tend to have strong ancestral 

bonds which influence their future development. 

Crudely speaking, the UJT is the single surviving descendant 

2 

of a class of conductance devices which go back to the earliest period 

of semiconductor device research. 
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Nonplanar Unijunction Transistors 

The UJT predates planar technology by several years — 

3 predates, in fact, the first successful use of silicon for transistors. 

Germanium lIJT's were of very limited importance. 

Bar Geometry. The earliest UJT design was a bar structure 

employing soldered base contacts and an alloyed dot emitter diode. 

Contemporary versions of this design have a welded aluminum wire 

emitter. Performance is rather "low caliber"; however, they are 

mechanically and thermally robust with excellent reliability and 

long term stability. 

A coaxial unijunction transistor, intended to be manufac

tured in the manner of alloy junction transistors, was patented 

(Pohl, 1964); apparently, commercial manufacture did not occur. 

Cube Geometry. The so-called "cube" geometry unijunction 

transistor makes its emitter contact and one base contact through 

small diameter wires which are attached directly to the semiconductor 

pellet by a suitable pulse welding technique. The emitter wire is 

aluminum. When pulse welded to a silicon die, the contact so formed 

contains an integral small diameter p-n junction. The base wire is 

3. Some approximate dates are: 

1952 — The UJT was invented by I. A. Lesk. 
1953 — Germanium UJTTs were put into commercial manufacture. 
1956 — Germanium UJT's were discontinued, and silicon units were 

introduced. 
1957 — There was begun the large scale manufacture of silicon 

Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJTfs). 
1959 — There occurred the first successful attempts to fabricate 

planar-processed Integrated circuits. 
1960 — The cube geometry UJT was introduced. 
1964 — The planar UJT was introduced. 
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made of a gold alloy. When welded to silicon, It forms a small 

diameter ohmlc contact. The second base contact Is soldered to the 

die. The outstanding advantage of this technique Is the smallness 

of the contacts; gaining, at the upper limit, a fiftyfold improvement 

In the speed of response over the bar type* Performance and manufacture 

of this type device are well discussed in the patent disclosure 

(Sylvan, 1966). 

No other important variety of nonplanar unijunction transistor 

has been reported. No effort to extend the unijunction principle to 

materials other than high quality, single crystal germanium or silicon 

is known to the author. 

Planar Unijunction Transistors 

Planar-processed UJT's divide conveniently into two types: 

isolated and nonisolated. 

Nonisolated Unijunction Transistors. Discrete devices have 

no need of isolation per se. It is now well-established practice to 

design a basic die containing several distinct emitter diodes and 

several distinct base one contacts. The several contacts are bonded 

selectively to achieve some preselected characteristic; or, on 

occasion, they are made available independently. Designs requiring 

a large value of stand-off ratio often make the base two contact to, 

the bottom surface of the die; alternatively, contact may be made to 

the prepared top surface In the manner of base one. Both options are 

used freely (Clark, 1967, Clark and Farrar, 1969). 
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J, M. Gault (1969) made the first proposal to add "in parallel 

with" the conventional base one ohmic contact a reverse biased p-n 

junction intended to increase the "collection efficiency" of base one 

when "gathering in" the injected minority carriers. This technique is 

explored further in this study. 

Isolated Unijuncti6n Transistors. Dielectric isolation of 

unijunction transistors is perfectly feasible. Cost prohibits any 

commercial use. 

Junction isolation schemes quickly come upon a pair of 

problems. The problems are illustrated by the following example: 

Consider the base region of a UJT to be formed as an island of n-type 

material everywhere junction isolated from a p-type substrate. When 

there Is no emitter current and no minority carrier Injection, the 

base region corresponds exactly to a simple diffused resistor. 

Suppose the base region resistor is required to support an appreciable 

voltage and current-yhile the p-type region remains open circuited. 

It may further be supposed that there exists little or no potential 

gradient throughout the p-type region; which, in first approximation 

as an equipotential surface, "floats" to such a potential as 

necessary to allow the total junction current to become zero. This 

same potential may require a portion of the junction to become forward 

biased and injecting while the remainder stays reverse biased. The 

injecting portion of the junction will develop near the negative end 

(base one contact) of the base resistor region. The current passed by 

the injecting portion of the junction must equal the current crossing 
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the reverse biased portion o£ the junction. Each side of the junction 

receives minority carriers from the injecting portion; the reverse 

biased portion collects minority carriers in the normal manner. An 

injected minority carrier may be transported to a reverse biased 

point of the junction and there collected. If the movement of 

injected carriers to points where they are collected is readily 

accomplished, the junction current can become very large. The general 

situation possesses considerable complexity; suffice it to say that a 

large current crossing the junction supported by injection and collect 

tion obviously defeats any attempt to obtain a useful isolation. The 

author uses the term "spurious injection and collection" in further 

references to this phenomenon. If, in the preceding example, the 

p-type substrate is not left open circuited but rather is caused to 

be everywhere reverse biased; then, the unijunction emitter-base-

substrate will operate as a parasitic p-n-p bipolar transistor. The 

broad limitations imposed by spurious injection and collection or 

parasitic transistor action are hard to avoid. 

J. E. Harlow (1967) reported a prototype design involving 

four regions: emitter-base-isolation-substrate (p-n-p-n). Harlow's 

explanation of its mode of operation stated in effect: Minority holes 

injected by the emitter pass by parasitic p-n-p transistor action into 

the isolation region, travel as necessary, then are reinjected back into 

the base region. The base-isolation-substrate regions function as a 

parasitic n-p-n transistor; however, the action is feeble (beta less 

than one). The author speculates that the "unmodulated" interbase 
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characteristic should exhibit a marked nonlinearity due to spurious 

injection and collection. The interbase resistance is stated to be 

ten kilo-ohmsj no additional information is given. 

L. S. Senhouse Jr. (1969) published a rather imaginative 

proposal ... suggesting an inverted base-emitter-substrate structure. 

Fabrication of the Senhouse device required: diffusion of a "buried 

layer"; the epitaxial growth of a suitable lightly doped base layer; 

and, an "isolating" emitter diffusion which makes contact with the 

buried layer and completes the isolation moat. The device as fabricated 

employs a p-type base region; this practice is uncommon (surface 

inversion channels) ... Senhouse does not discuss the point. Two 

other features are worthy of remark. The large area and the large 

surface perimeter of the emitter diode will amplify any problems 

associated with leakage or surface phenomena. A second remark: The 

actual volume of the base region is truly well defined. This concept 

of a well-defined volume is considered again later. 

Monolithic Unijunction Circuits 

The early literature contained a generous sprinkling of papers 

proposing some multiple emitter, single base unijunction-like structure; 

which same structure would perform as a shift register, or a count-by-N 

circuit, or a pulse train generator, or other complex operational 

circuit. Such proposals are almost never competitive with the 

contemporary I.C. digital art. 

Considerable speculation has occurred concerning how might 

the "inertial inductive effect" be Incorporated into nondiscrete 
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circuitry. The problem of how to make such an intransigent phenomenon 

yield controllable and reproducible effects remains unsolved. The 

only worthy example known to the author is provided by Hachtel and 

Haines (1964). These investigators achieved the equivalent of an 

elementary LC tuned oscillator in monolithic form. 

Applications Considerations 

When suitably excited, the UJT presents between its emitter-

base one terminal pair a current stable nonlinear resistance having a 

well-developed incremental negative resistance portion. About a 

suitably chosen operating point, the emitter-base one sinusoidal 

small-signal input admittance contains both a negative conductance and 

a negative susceptance. The base two-base one terminal pair presents 

itself as an emitter-current-controlled (injection modulated) nonlinear 

resistance. 

The Predominant Application 

In principle, applications could be constructed about any of 

the preceding phenomena. In practice, the predominant application of 

the UJT is in large-signal, regenerative switching circuits. Such 

circuits divide naturally into two types: simple waveform generators, 

and "high energy" trigger circuits. 

When an output of considerable energy is wanted, the emitter 

circuit, responsible for timing and regenerative switching, should not 

be required to supply a large part of the output energy. The point 

raised concerns the degree of modulation of the interbase resistance, 
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a point to be considered again later. It turns out (in the author's 

opinion) that most contemporary UJT designs are poorly suited for 

use in such "high energy" trigger circuits. 

Asymmetry and Lack of Complementary Types 

The standard symbol used for a UJT is the one appropriate to 

a device with an n-type base region and a p-type emitter. Fabrication 

of complementary devices is vexed by surface problems so severe they 

preclude successful commercial manufacture. 

Within a first approximation, the base terminals are Inter

changeable; however, many UJT's will not operate satisfactorily with 

the base terminals transposed. Any such failure to operate with the 

base terminals reversed is related to considerations of geometric 

asymmetries and ultimately to the conditions necessary to produce an 

incremental negative resistance. 

Analysis and Characterization 

The essential morphology of a UJT is that of a two terminal 

semiconductor resistor to which is added a third rectifying (diode) 

contact.̂  Assuming suitable material and dimensions, UJT action would 

occur in a device of almost any shape that could be successfully 

fabricated. 

4. An earlier name, "double base diode", is rather more 
descriptive than the present term, "unijunction transistor". This 
latter term is a misnomer as no bipolar transistor action is involved.. 
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Analytical Results 

Generally speaking, numerical methods are required for 

analysis of the dynamic details of large-signal operation. Such an 

analysis would be very similar to that for a p-n junction diode. 

The first dynamic analysis of the UJT (Suran, 1957) considered 

the device operating as a slnusoidally excited, small-signal, negative 

resistance "amplifier". A second effort (Suran and Erlksen, 1957) 

extended the results of the first analysis to transient excitations; 

and extrapolated the results, in a qualitative way, to large-signal 

operation. Scharfetter and Jordan (1962) considered separately the 

cases of a near intrinsic and a "strongly extrinsic" base region 

filament. Again, their principal results were expressed as the small-

signal admittance seen looking into the emitter. 

Qualitatively: It is instructive to visualize the useful 

set of operating conditions of a UJT as defining a "volume" within 

some parameter hyperspace "shaped" after the manner of a sausage in 

Euclidean space. There exist near the "ends" of this "sausage" 

neighborhoods of parameter hyperspace within which limiting cases of 

operation are fairly well defined, and which are now to be described. 

Near one extremum: The interbase voltage is large, and the 

electric field within the emitter-base one region is strong. The 

ie/î  ratio is small, and minority carrier injection is slight* 

Conductivity modulation has barely begun, and the material is extremely 

sensitive to the presence of excess minority charge. Charge transport 
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Is strongly dominated by drift. The email-signal admittance presented 

by the emitter exhibits negative conductance and negative (inductive) 

susceptance. Small changes in the distribution of excess charge occur 

within a time interval of the order of the emitter-base one transit 

time. 

Near the other extremum: The electric field within the 

emitter-base one region Is very much weaker. The ie/î  ratio is 

large, and minority carrier injection is massive. Gross conductivity 

modulation exists; andf indeed, the material is virtually insensitive 

to small changes in the excess minority charge. Charge transport is 

strongly dominated by diffusion. The small-signal admittance presented 

by the emitter is that appropriate to a conventional forward biased 

p-n junction: positive conductance and positive (capacitlve) suscep

tance. Small changes in the distribution of excess charge occur 

near exponentially in time with a time constant approximated by 

some "effective" minority carrier lifetime. Depending upon external 

drive, the "effective" lifetime divided by the transit time will 

range from two to fifty for a typical UJT. 

Characterization 

Quasi-static characterization is straightforward; Chapter 5 

presents some curves not normally encountered on commercial data sheets. 

To describe the dynamic behavior of a UJT, manufacturers 

generally specify some suitably defined' maximum values 
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of "turn-on" and "turn-off" times or some least value of a "maximum 

frequency of oscillation" for a UJT when incorporated into a prescribed 

test circuit. 

Introduction to Surface Phenomena 

Silicon planar UJXfs encounter two types of surface problems: 

nonohmic contacts; and a strongly n-type (accumulated) surface layer 

induced by thermal oxidation. 

Figures 1.1 and 1.2 present, in flow chart form, a summary 

of the surface phenomena considered in this study. 



An investigation of the other 
possibilities was not pursued 

i The Schottky diode cannot 
be used as a UJT B1 (exit) 

i contact because the diode 
' would be reverse biased 

_» 

The Schottky diode can be 
used as a UJT B2 (entrance) 
contact; however, performance 
may be degraded by the small 
but not negligible minority 
carrier injection. 

When functioning as an entrance 
contact, an L-H junction produces 
also an "exclusion" effect. Even 
very lightly doped silicon remains 
sufficiently extrinsic that this 
effect is wholly negligible. 

When the (exit) current passed 
by an L-H junction contains a 
significant minority carrier 
component, an "accumulation" 
effect occurs; such an effect 
can be an important and useful 
secondary phenomenon in UJT's. 

Shallow L-H junctions exhibit 
"surface" breakdown under forward 
bias but not under reverse bias. 
This directional breakdown is 
attributed to an injection effect 
acting in conjunction with a 
large positive surface charge density 

A1 upon (n -n ) Si 
(Light-Heavy) 
Junction Contacts 

Au Alloy and 
other Contact 

Possibilities Exist 

A1 upon (n~) Si 
produces a primitive 
Schottky barrier diode 

Fig. 1.1 Outline of the Surface Contact Problem 



Thermal oxidation of 
GO Si produces a 
large positive surface 
Charge density,-

, 
The surface charge density 
induces an accumulation layer < 
The excess surface conductance 
effectively shunts the bulk 
interbase resistance of a planar 
UJT, The surface conductance 
renders difficult the design of 
large values of interbase 
resistance or the design of UJT*s 
exhibiting deep interbase 
modulation. 

I 

L 

Within an elementary device, both 
the spatial distribution of potential 
and the effective value of the 
"surface recombination velocity" are 
extremely sensitive to the surface 
potential. Ordinary "garden variety" 
bipolar processing is not adequate to 
assure more than mediocre uniformity, 
reproducibility* and stability of 
ttte surface potential-. 

A p-n junction guard ring 
prevents direct contact of 
the UJT B1 contact with the 
surface conductance. 

The simplest structure to result 
becomes a UJT B1 contact consisting 
of an L-H junction connected "in 
parallel with" a p-n junction 
enclosing it. Experimentally, this 
structure possesses some attractive 
features; analytically, a problem 
of near impossible complexity results, 

i 

Fig*, 1-.2 Outline of the Thermal Oxidation Problem 



CHAPTER 2 

SURFACE COMPLICATIONS OF THE PLANAR UJT 

Semiconductor surface phenomena, particularly those occurring 

in single crystal silicon, are undergoing vigorous investigation. 

A wealth of information has accumulated; and, at least, a phenomenon 

logical understanding of most surface properties now exists. The 

detailed mechanisms underlying many surface phenomena are extremely 

complex. 

Within Chapter 2, there is proposed a qualitative explanation 

of each dramatic surface effect encountered in planar UJT's. The 

presentation is intended to be descriptive, not analytic. The proposed 

explanations are believed to be consonant with the present view of 

surface theory as applied to silicon. 

Some Preliminary Remarks 

That the rather formidable magnitudes of surface effects may 

be thought of in perspective, this section quotes some numerical 

estimates appropriate to lightly doped silicon. The numerical data 

presented here were taken from plotted solutions of Poisson's equation. 

Such solutions were published by Kingston and Neustadter (1955), 

Mowery (1958), Dousmanis and Duncan (1958), and Young (1961), among 

others. 

15 
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It is informative to have an estimate of the depth of the 

space-charge layer and the magnitude of the surface electric field. 

For reference: 

Table 2.1 

Constants of n-Type Silicon @ 300°K 

p 4 % 

10 8-cm 4.8 x 1014 cm"3 +10 

100 J2-cm 4.6 x 10̂ 3 cm 3 + 8 

The depth of the space-charge layer becomes approximately independent 

of the surface potential for normalized values of the latter greater 

than about +14. The space-charge layer thickness for 10 ohm - cm 

silicon is about 1.5 microns; the corresponding value for 100 ohm - cm 

silicon is about 3.0 microns. A surface potential of +12 produces a 

surface electric field intensity of 4500 volts/cm in 100 ohm - cm 

silicon; in 10 ohm - cm material, the value is about 3500 volts/cm. 

A surface potential of +18 produces, independent of which doping level 

is considered, a surface field in excess of 10"* volts/cm. The break

down field in silicon is approximated to be 3.0 x 10** volts/cm 

(Sze, 1969). 

Consider now the following estimate of surface charge density. 

15 -2 
The surface density of silicon atoms is ( 1.35 x 10 cm ). If 0.1% 
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of the surface atoms were to become singly charged, there would be 

12 -2 produced a surface charge density of (1.35 x 10 q cm ), That value 

of surface charge density produces a normalized surface potential of 

+20. Figuratively speaking, such a surface has an incipient surface 

avalanche breakdown built in. Note, to provide a quantity of charge 

equal to the surface charge quoted would require a layer of 100 ohm - cm 

silicon 300 microns thick. 

Properties of Thermal Oxides 

In first approximation, it suffices to characterize a thermally 

oxidized silicon surface by a surface potential and a surface generation-

recombination velocity. Be it understood that the surface generation-

recombination velocity depends upon the surface potential in a rather 

complicated way (Wallmark and Johnson, 1966), also (Grove and 

Fitzgerald, 1966). What, in turn, the surface potential and the 

surface recombination velocity depend upon is far less simple. 

The summary provided by Sze (1969) is essentially up to date. 

He distinguishes four mechanisms: fundamental surface states, fixed 

charge located at the Si - S102 Interface, mobile ions, and ionized 

traps distributed within the oxide. Very probably, there should be 

added to the list the existence of charged species confined to the 

free surface of the oxide. 

There exists now a considerable body of experience and opinion 

supporting the hypothesis that gross temperature-bias instabilities of 

an oxidized surface are due overwhelmingly to mobile ion effects. The 

alkali metal ions have a large mobility in silica glass, and sodium is 
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considered the worst offender by far. Partial solutions to the 

instability problem are obtained by growing ultra clean oxides and/or 

doping the oxide with substances Intended to reduce the mobility of 

the otherwise migratory ions. 

It is a conclusion supported by wide experience (Burger and 

Donovan, 1967) that the thermal oxidation of a silicon surface yields 

a strongly n-type surface layer. Despite very intensive research, 

a completely satisfactory explanation of this rather persistent 

phenomenon has not been offered. If there be postulated to exist an 

"ultra high grade oxide" within which the effects of mobile ions and 

ionized traps are negligibly small, then, the surface potential is 

controlled predominately by two basic mechanisms: "fixed" surface 

charges and fundamental surface states (Tamm States). 

The precise physical origin of "fixed" charges remains 

obscure; they are "fixed" in the following sense: The charge density 

invariably is of positive sign, and the centers involved do not 

exchange charge with the bulk semiconductor. The "fixed" charge 

density is sensitive to crystal orientation, method of oxidation, 

preoxidation cleaning, and postoxidatlon annealing; however, the 

"fixed" charges are very insensitive to temperature or doping. 

Fundamental surface states are of two types: Donor type 

surface states may be positively charged or neutral; they are distributed 

in energy within the band gap and tend to be concentrated near the 

valence band edge. Acceptor type surface states may be neutral or 

negatively charged; they are similarly distributed in energy but tend 
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to be concentrated near the conduction band edge. The surface states 

do exchange charge with the bulk semiconductor; the transitions 

exhibit a wide range of characteristic times. Occupancy of the surface 

states is governed by Fermi statistics. 

The three preceding paragraphs describe the salient features 

of the physical model of a thermally oxidized silicon surface as will 

be referred to later. 

Characteristics of the Schottky Barrier 

The contact resulting from a metal film evaporated directly 

onto lightly doped n-type silicon exhibits a distinct Schottky barrier. 

This barrier results also from the effect of charged surface states; 

however, it may be well to emphasize that the nature and distribution 

of surface states characteristic of a "bare" silicon surface are 

radically different from those characteristic of a thermally oxidized 

surface. 

An initially clean silicon surface will react until it achieves 

chemical equilibrium with the prevailing ambient. The surface "film" 

produced by these reactions, typically a few atomic layers thick, will 

reflect the stoichiometric proportions of the ambient and may be 

exceedingly complex. It is characteristic of n-type silicon to acquire 

acceptor type surface states; this tendency survives exposure to a 

considerable variety of chemical amblents. 

The surface states may contribute a rectifying energy barrier 

where one would not be expected otherwise; such is the case with the 

Al-Sl system. Increased doping of the silicon will reduce the 
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space-charge layer width and tends to reduce the barrier height (the 

behavior of the surface contamination is impossible to predict exactly). 

Quantum-mechanical tunneling through the barrier becomes an important 

process as the space-charge layer width is reduced. With tunneling, 

perhaps, as the principal mechanism — the distinctively asymmetric 

"diode" shape of the V-J characteristic progressively "softens" with 

Increased doping of the semiconductor. Rectification effects virtually. 

19 -3 
are eliminated from silicon doped to 10 cm or greater. Facile 

tunneling supports the high values of surface recombination velocity 

generally presumed to exist at "ohmlc" contacts. 

Theoretically, (Sze, 1969) an increase in the minority carrier 

injection ratio is predicted to occur as the current density increases. 

Typically, the injection ratio increases from a negligible value to 

2 the order of 5% as the current density ranges over (0 - 1000)A/cm . 
A single example was fabricated and measured for this study; it con

sisted of aluminum evaporated onto 100 ohm - cm n-type silicon. 

Observed characteristics agreed with theory including the injection 

ratio prediction. 

Such a Schottky diode could not be employed as a UJT base one 

contact because it would be nonconducting (reverse biased). Operation 

as a base two contact is perfectly possible; however, the small but not 

negligible minority carrier injection would be extremely undesirable. 

Diffusions are performed routinely on planar BJT's to eliminate 

any barrier effects from the prospective ohmic contacts. At dopings 

appropriate to bipolar devices, no particular side effects result from 
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these diffusions. This is not the case in lighter doped material. Such 

diffusions into silicon doped more lightly than 10 ohm - cm yield 

rather well-defined light-heavy (L-H) junctions. The L-H junctions 

themselves then cause important secondary effects. 

Surface Effects of the Planar UJT 

Two rather'different types of effects result from the oxide. 

Typically» there occur the effects due to a homogeneous surface 

potential. There may occur also "field effect" or "surface space-

charge" related breakdown effects wherever p-n junctions or L-H 

junctions intersect the surface beneath an overlay of thermal oxide. 

The accumulation phenomenon produced by L-H junctions Is not 

a surface effect per se; the effect is discussed in Chapter 2 as a 

matter of convenience. 

Excess Surface Conductance 

Figure 2.1 plots the excess surface conductance versus surface 

potential In UJT-grade silicon. The resistance existing between a 

pair of "contacts" made to such a surface can be dominated readily by 

the surface conductance at easily attainable values of surface potential. 

Also, the three-dimensional distributions of potential and current 

density are complicated enormously by the presence of surface 

conductance. The common simple model of surface recombination is 

invalidated by the potentially large lateral current flows. 
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Fig. 2,1 Surface Conductance versus Surface Potential 
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Surface Breakdown at L-H Junctions 

Within this study, It Is an experimental fact that planar 

L-H junctions diffused Into 100 ohm - cm n-type silicon "Induce" a 

surface breakdown at very low values of "forward" bias. No indication 

of any breakdown was observed under "reverse" bias. An L-H junction 

does not block current flow or "absorb" voltage in the manner of a 

p-n junction. The term "breakdown voltage" employed here refers to 

the total voltage existing across a two terminal "resistor" when 

surface breakdown occurs* The second contact was made to p-n junctions* 

other L-H junctions, the soldered bottom surface of mounted dice, or 

combinations thereof. 

The test vehicle contained L-H junctions with "depths" of 

about Z]x and 5y. Considerable scatter occurred in the breakdown 

voltage; however, there existed an obvious tendency for the shallow 

junctions to break down at voltages lower than those required to 

break down the deep junctions. 

A detailed study of the anomalous surface breakdowns was 

taken to be outside the scope of this study. The objective here is 

an introductory characterization. 

Experimentally: The breakdown voltage was observed to 

vary inversely with temperature. "Resistors" formed between an L-H 

junction and the bottom surface of a mounted die incurred breakdown 

at noticeably lower voltages than "resistors" of the same resistance 

formed between two L-H junctions. The voltage required to break down 

an L-H junction exit contact when supplied current from a "remote" p-n 
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junction, a (bottom) surface of large generation-recombination velocity, 

another L-H junction, or a Shottky diode exhibited small but suggestive 

differences. Uniformly, the. presence of a minute (as opposed to an 

essentially zero) component of minority carrier current tended to 

promote breakdown. Massive injection by a "nearby" p-n junction 

produced a conventional diode characteristic; no breakdown effect was 

noticeable. In summary, the following five effects require to be 

accounted for: 

1. An L-H junction contact breaks down when biased as an "exit" 

contact; however, the same contact does not break down when 

biased as an "entrance" contact. 

2. Typical values of breakdown voltage are far too low to 

produce electric fields even approaching bulk breakdown. 

3. The breakdown voltage varies inversely with temperature. 

4. Correlation obviously exists between decreases in breakdown 

voltage and increases in the "abruptness" of L-H junctions. 

5. The presence of a tiny minority carrier component of current 

lowers the breakdown voltage by a small but noticeable amount — 

other variables remaining unchanged. 

The following r-operty of an L-H junction is fundamental to 

the proposed mechanism of breakdown. Under steady bias, an L-H junction 

must develop a "layer" of space charge to accomodate the required 

change in electric field. With n-type material under "forward" bias, 

the resultant space charge is negative and consists predominately of 

mobile electrons; under "reverse" bias, the space charge is positive 
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and consists predominately of immobile ionized donor atoms. Figures 

2*2 and 2.3 are simple pictorial representations of the space-charge 

configurations existing at an L-H junction under "forward" and "reverse" 

bias. It may be helpful to view the condition of "forward" bias as 

a situation where the H-reglon injects majority electrons into the 

L-region. This produces an excess majority carrier density on the 

L-side of the junction; excess electrons not neutralized by the holes 

available are sustained by a nonnegligible electric field within the 

lightly doped material. 

The tentative explanation adopted here proposes the following 

to occur: The H-side of an L-H junction injects electrons directly 

into the surface space-charge region of the L-side. Typically, a 

considerable surface barrier exists, at least on the L-side. It seems 

reasonable to suppose that the surface barrier will not be reduced 

drastically by the presence of injected carriers. However, the 

extrinsic Debye length will be reduced very significantly by increases 

in the free carrier densities (both types). The salient consequence 

of such injection is a marked "squaring up" of the free carrier profiles 

within the surface space-charge region. The "squaring up" process, in 

turn, requires what may amount to a very considerable Increase in peak 

electric field. When the surface barrier is sufficiently large and 

the L-H junction is sufficiently abrupt, the peak electric field will 

produce avalanche breakdown at applied voltages so low the device is 

unworkable. 
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Fig. 2.2 Planar L-H Junction under Forward Bias 
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Fig. 2.3 Planar L-H Junction under Reverse Bias 
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In extrinsic n-type silicon, the "fixed" charge and the 

donor type surface states (which are neutral) remain approximately 

constant over the ranges of temperature and.doping considered. The 

acceptor type surface states gain negative charge with an "upward" 

displacement of the Fermi level; an "upward" displacement occurs with 

an Increase of n-type doping or a decrease in temperature* Result; 

The net positive surface charge density decreases with greater n-type 

doping but increases with increasing temperature. 

As may he identified in Figure 2,2, Vforward" bias applied to 

an L-H junction produces a "potential energy pocket" for holes. The 

typical accumulation of holes in the "pocket" produces a negligible 

modulation effect; a minor exception occurs when (with reference to 

Fig, 2,2) a "vertical" field pushes the holes close to the surface where 

they produce a small additional reduction in the extrinsic Debye 

length. 

The author believes the foregoing discussion presents an 

essentially correct qualitative description of the basic mechanism 

involved. A quantitative analysis would be required to determine 

conditions sufficient to guarantee that surface breakdown will 

not be a problem; such an analysis, while difficult, could draw upon the 

extensive treatment of the same problem with p-n junctions, 

Surface Effects on Planar p-n Junctions 

An extensive literature exists on the subject of surface effects 

on planar p-n junctions. The title is listed here only for the sake 

of completeness. 
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The principal effect of practical consequence to planar UJT's 

is a reduction in the reverse breakdown voltage. This well-known effect 

has been investigated by Grove, Leistlko, and Hooper (1967), among 

other8. 

The Accumulation Effect at L-H Junctions 

Nearly abrupt transitions from lightly doped to heavily 

doped material of the same conductivity type produce space charge, an 

internal electric field, and an energy barrier in the same manner as 

a p-n junction. An important distinction, previously noted, results 

from the fact that the negative side of the charge dipole consists of 

mobile electrons. The height of the resultant energy barrier depends 

+ — 
upon the change in concentration; values typical of n - n junctions 

in silicon would range within (0.05 - 0.50) eV. 

Analytical results were published by Gunn (1958) and by 

Lade and Jordan (1962, 1963). These authors agree with the following 

conclusions: The majority carriers are not impeded by the presence of 

the barrier and move freely in either direction. The effect of the 

barrier upon minority carriers can be very pronounced and produces 

accumulation and exclusion effects. How Important such effects are 

in determining the V-J characteristic of the junction depends approxi

mately upon the relative importance of the minority carrier contribution 

to the conductivity of the L-slde. Even in the lightest doped n-type 

silicon it is possible to buy the equilibrium ratio of electrons to 

holes remains so great the accumulation and exclusion effects would be 

Imperceptible. 
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For most applications In silicon the discussion would be 

ended; however, in the presence of emitter injection, the ratio of 

minority to majority carrier components of current received at the 

base one contact of a UJT is far greater than the quasi-equilibrium 

ratio. Qualitatively, an L-H junction incorporated into the base 

one contact of a UJT permits the passage;of majority carriers and 

obstructs the passage of minority carriers; there results from this 

selective "exiting'1 an accumulation of minority carriers and an 

Increase in local conductivity modulation much in excess of what 

would be expected were the contact area bounded by a surface of high 

recombination velocity. 

Incorporation of an L-H junction into the base two contact of 

a UJT is uneventful. Surface breakdown does not occur. Since the 

fraction of total current supported by minority carriers in quasi-

equilibrium is imperceptibly small, it follows that any exclusion 

effects are negligible. 

Chapter 3 presents the results of calculations based upon a 

very simple model. In first approximation, these calculations predict 

the following: There exists a striking and significant difference 

between the conductivity profiles which result in a given material 

when bounded by an L-H junction exit surface as contrasted with an 

"infinite" recombination velocity exit surface. Insofar as it concerns 

conductivity modulation per se, this particular effect of an L-H 

junction, generally, would be considered very advantageous. 



CHAPTER 3 

AN APPROXIMATE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
OF THE CONDUCTIVITY MODULATION PRODUCED 
BY THREE IDEALIZED CONTACT STRUCTURES 

Among the practical ways of forming an ohmic or pseudo-

ohmlc connection to lightly doped n-type silicon are the following; 

1. Au - Si Alloy Step 

+ — 2. (n - n ) L-H Junction 

+ + 
3. (p - n, n - n) Guard Ring 

The guard ring is an inherently two-dimensional structure 

which cannot be accomodated in the one-dimensional analysis performed 

here* The simple p-n junction contact is Included in the analysis 

for the insight it provides. 

.The aforementioned contacts impose some constraints upon 

both the current densities and the free carrier densities. Among the 

three contacts, the constraints and the results are quite different. 

The numerous departures of reality from the simple band model 

for silicon are in addition to the litteral approximations. 

The mathematical details of fitting the transport equations 

to a two-parameter model and the various boundary conditions are 

not completely straightforward. The derivations are carried through 

in Appendices A and Bt 

31 
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Purpose of the Analysis 

The analysis adds some "force of conviction" to the declaration 

that the exit contact is an important determiner of terminal character

istics, Also, it is a principal objective of this study to examine the 

effects of p-n junction (guard rings) and L-H junctions when incorporat

ed into the base one contact of a UJT, 

Admittedly, the quantitative predictions of such an over

simplified analysis do not apply to any practical structure} however, 

qualitative distinctions and relative magnitudes often remain sensibly 

correct when extrapolated into realistic circumstances. 

Statement of Simplifying Assumptions 
and Approximations 

Generally; symbols, nomenclature, and analytical results long 

considered standard are taken for granted. 

Material 

Numerical examples are restricted to n-type silicon at 

300°K. Material constants are given values representative of lightly 

doped wafers: 10 ohm - cm and 100 ohm - cm. 

Geometric Considerations 

Trivial geometry is assumed for convenience: a one-dimensional, 

rectangular coordinate taken perpendicular to the major face of a 

semi-infinite slab. 

Physically, a Au - Si alloy phase boundary or a p-n junction 

or an L-H junction is a comparatively abrupt inhomogeneity in doping or 
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structure. A massive concentration of recombination centers or an 

energy barrier result from these structures. In turn, the recombination 

centers or the energy barriers are the agents responsible for the con

straints placed upon the current densities and the free carrier densi

ties. 

The structural details of the surface are exactly what is to 

be neglected In favor of the idealized boundary conditions. A precise 

physical location for the boundary is specious. Nominally, it separates 

the gross features of the surface structures from the otherwise neutral 

bulk. 

The sign convention adopted in the transport equations 

considers both distance and current positive when directed "into" the 

slab. This exercise is concerned with currents directed "out of" the 

slab;1 hence, example, values of current are negative. In the 

graphical presentations of solutions, the designation "exit" is 

employed and the minus sign is omitted. 

The Current Transport Equations 

Seduction of the current transport equations to an elementary 

problem requires two essential (and rather gross) approximations: 

(1) Thermal generation and recombination is set equal to zero. 

(2) The quasi-neutral approximation is assumed valid everywhere. 

Much usage blunts the fact that the quasi-neutral approximation 

remains still an "approximation", subject to considerable error when 

large gradients are involved — as in this problem. 
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The following are done for convenience: Normalized variables 

are employed. When a quantity appears in both normalized and un-

normalized form, the symbol for the unnormalized quantity is primed; 

the symbol for the normalized quantity is left unprlmed. The equili

brium hole density is neglected. The excess hole density is eliminated 

by linear transformation in favor of the normalized conductivity 

(symbol N). It follows that the variables p and N are equivalent. 

To this point, the transport equations are a pair of coupled, 

first-order differential equations. 

3p dx' dx 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

These equations, in literal form, appear also as equations (A.20a) 

and (A.20b) of Appendix A. 

Model to Which the Transport Equations Apply 

It is desired to obtain a solution for the variation of 

conductivity, N(x), and potential, V(x), within the quasi-neutral 

material, x > 0, adjacent to and bounded by the idealized UJT base one 

contact located at x « 0. 

Considerable freedom exists as to how to model the current 

(densities) supplied by the excitation sources through the emitter 

and base two contacts. The most realistic situation is the 
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one wherein both the conductivity and electric field approach a 

constant value as distance increases into the material. Without 

violating the neutrality condition, the foregoing requirement can be 

met if and only if: 

pjn 0 MnQ + p) jp (3,2) 

The effect of emitter injection is Idealized to become an 

infinitely remote, independently variable source of hole current 

density. In a like manner the effect due to base two becomes an 

ideal source of electron current density. 

The notation j_, 1_, a, and J is introduced as a convenience 
£1 £ 

in writing the equations and plotting the solutions. The symbols 

are defined in Fig, 3,1, 

Physical Contacts and Contact Models 

Three physically realizable base one contact structures, 

next, are fitted with idealized boundary values and suitable current 

density constraints. 

It is understood that the'p-n junction cannot function alone 

as a base one contact; the case is included here to aid visualization 

of the properties of the guard ring contact. 

Gold Alloyed Contact. There is formed a shallow (-0.5 micron) 

Au - Si alloy step. Appreciable diffusion of gold beyond the phase 

boundary and into the bulk silicon specifically is to be avoided. 
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2 Emitter Current Density (A/cm ) 
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The contact Is modeled by; 

ip(o) ® 0 (3.3) 

N(o) « Nq (3.4) 

3P - JE <3-5> 

3„ " JB + *e (3'6) 

p-n Junction Contact. The well-known properties of the p-n 

junction, here, are idealized to the form: 

if»(°) "0 (3.3) 

N(o) » Nq (3.4) 

- JE <3,5> 

j « 0 (3.7) Jn 

L-H Junction Contact. Physically, the energy barrier 

opposes the exit of holes resulting in accumulation; the mechanisms 

of recombination and emission over the barrier come into equilibrium 

with the rate of supply, 

A suitable model is taken to be; 

tJ>(o) a 0 (3.3) 

N(o) « 8̂  (3.8) 

- V (3-5) 

Jn = Ja+bJE (3.6) 
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Equation (3*5) is a simple choice of notation; however, 

equation (3.6) follows directly from equations (3.2) and (3,5) and 

the transport equations. 

Approximation Used to Obtain 

It seems contradictory to- neglect recombination in a transport 

equation; then do an about face and obtain for the transport equation 

a boundary condition based on recombination. Mathematically, the 

equation and the boundary condition are independent; therefore, such 

a procedure is permissible. Physically, recombination is fundamental; 

treatment of it in the boundary condition rather than directly in the 

equation represents merely a coarser grade of approximation. 

The approximation used to obtain rests upon the observation 

that when (as is expected)... 

P(o) 13 p1 >. p(x) >, aNQ (3.9) 

the integral of equation (3.10) exists. 

x 
p(JB» a, p.) » lim f [p(t) - aNQ] dt (3.10) 

x-x» ̂  

The symbol PCJB, a, p̂ ) expresses that quantity of holes (per unit area) 

in excess of those required to support the ultimately constant value of 

conductivity modulation. 

Practical.devices have finite dimensions; further, in typical 

cases, the hole density within the region of pronounced conductivity 
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modulation exceeds the limiting value by orders of magnitude. It 

follows that the quantity P is a poor-to-excellent approximation to 

the total quantity of holes (per unit area) accumulated within a 

finite thickness of material; where such thickness (bounded by the 

surface) is taken to be of the order'of device dimensions< Such an 

approximation is well within the approximations already employed and 

one yet to come. Further, a single expression remains valid throughout 

the entire range of variables and parameters considered; this feature 

avoids an otherwise rather formidable algebraic complication. 

Insofar as it is meaningful to do so, P is accorded the 

interpretation of the total quantity of holes (per unit area) stored 

within the "device". A "one lump charge controlled model" for a TJJT 

is governed by equation (3.11). 

In equation (3.11), the symbol has the same meaning as elsewhere; 

the symbol P* has the same interpretation as just described. 

The time-invarlent expression for P, as obtained from (3.11), 

is given in normalized variables in equation (3.12). 

. .D 
P<JE, T) - -T<-f) jg (3.12) 

la 

Two independent expressions, (3.10) and (3.12), for the same 

quantity, P, are set equal to each other; the result is solved for 

pJCjj, a, T). The literal derivation is carried out in Appendix B. 
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The final preferred form of the boundary condition (N /̂Nq) 

is too clumsy to be incorporated directly into the conductivity and 

potential equations, A table of numerical values is included in 

Appendix B; boundary values for the example.solutions were taken from 

this table. 

Example Solutions and Discussion 

The solution equations, while elementary, are not particularly 

transparent; accordingly, a representative family of solutions is 

presented graphically, and the equations are relegated to Appendix A, 

A prospective point of confusion concerns the symbol Nq, In 

the solution equations Nq is taken to be an Independent (arbitrary) 

parameter, the basic conductivity of the material. In Table B.l 

and in all the graphical presentations NQ assumes the specific value 

appropriate to 100 ohm - cm material; this remains true in the figures 

portraying the behavior of 10 ohm - cm material. 

The family of solutions presented in Figs. 3.2 through 3,9 
o 

have constant = 100 (A/cm ); with jg interpreted as the unmodulated 

interbase current (density), a very nominal UJT operating value results. 

Perhaps a point not readily apparent, the limiting value of 

electric field is determined by j' and the unmodulated conductance; 

in the example at hand, the limiting value for 100 ohm - cm material 

is 104 (V/cm); for 10 ohm - cm, the value is 10"* (V/cm). Figure 3.11 

illustrates the manner in which a fixed supply of holes (and also a 

semi-fixed total quantity, P, of holes) reacts to various values of 

2 
bulk electric field between 10 and 10 (V/cm). 
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Figure 3.10 demonstrates the effect upon the solutions 

of the lifetime parameter operating Indirectly through the boundary 

condition; it also affords an opportunity to perform a primitive 

numerical check. The ratios given following were obtained by (crude) 

numerical integration performed directly upon the curves of Fig, 3,10, 

Pfr c 10 6) a 9.94 (3,13a) 
p(t ® io-/) 

F(T "10 5_) m 98 4 (3.13b) 

PCT - 10"') 

The numerical results so obtained are in excellent agreement with what 

is predicted by equation (3.12). 

The only noteworthy feature of the solutions is the extra

ordinary abruptness of the changes. The author speculates that both 

quasi-neutral approximation and neglect of recombination are important 

contributors to this abruptness. 

Insofar as quasi-static conductivity modulation only is 

concerned, the solution equations confirm that the L-H junction contact 

is markedly superior to the alloy contact. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MISCELLANEOUS DEVICE CONSIDERATIONS 

Chapter 4 considers some rather disparate notions; they 

help delimit both performance and application. The discussions 

presume a planar-processed UJT. 

Comment on Stored Charge 

As minority charge storage is fundamentally necessary to 

produce conductivity modulation, the amounts of such charge required 

and the rates at which it can be introduced into or removed from the 

device limit the speed at which it can operate. That the active base 

region also happens to be the, figuratively, unlimited mechanical 

bulk of the device is particularly unfortunate from a dynamic point of 

view. It is impossible to prevent the dispersion of minority charge 

into material which were it impermeable would produce a negligible 

change in the quasi-static characteristics. 

Thus, gross inefficiencies in the employment of stored charge 

to produce modulation effects underlie the poor dynamic performance of 

UJTfs, It seems permissible to conjecture that a major reduction in 

the "unnecessary" stored charge will not be achieved unless there is 

realized first a truly well-defined volume of base region material* 
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Realization of a well-defined base volume, free of spurious injection 

effects and parasitic BJT action, is equivalent to a solution of the 

isolation problem. 

The characteristic slowness , of UJT*s thereby becomes 

related to quite a, basic and hard-to-avoid structural circumstancê  

Interbase Modulation 1 1 ' ' * i ' ' 1 

The interbase V~I characteristic:ceases.to be linear when

ever the emitter is injecting. It suffices.to discuss Î  versus X̂ , 

given Vnn remains constant. The following\is fairly typica.1 of piost 
do 

commercially ̂ vaî lable UJTfs: As Î . is increased from zero the deyice 

ranges from unmodulated to deep saturation; Î  responds by Increasing 

to a maximum, typically, 2 to 3 tlmeB the'unmodulated value, 

In applications where either î  or î  is used to produce a 

"high energy" output pulse, it would be desirable to have a much 

larger "on" to "off" ratio of Iĝ , In first approximation, the largest 

attainable "on" to "off" ratio is given by (1 -* n) It follows that 

a large value of stand-off ratio (n) is required to achieve a large 

"on" to "off" ratio of Igg* 

High resistivity silicon, as 100 ohm - cm, should attain 

without difficulty localized increases in conductivity of 1000-fold 

or greater. It seems reasonable to expect that a nominal "on" to 

"off" ratio will approach (1 - n) even for ultrahigh values of 

ti(0,95 to 0,98). 
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A UJT device of this study whose base one contact incorporates 

a p-n junction guard ring regularly yields ri >, 0,95; construction 

details and measured performance are presented in later sections, 

p-n Junction Guard Ring Contact 

Among the innovations that were evaluated experimentally, 

a simple p-n junction guard ring surrounding an otherwise conventional 

L-H junction base one contact yielded UJT*s with attractive experimental 

performance. 

Guard ring contacts were formed in two ways: (1) such that 

the pr-n and L-H junctions do not overlap or come together; (2) a 

structure identical to a planar n-p-n BJT with the emitter driven 

through the base into the collector. The two "portions" are connected 

together by the surface metal and function as a single UJT base one 

contact. No important difference between the two types was noticed 

experimentally. The second type is discussed henceforth as it possesses 

the simplest and best defined structure. The "punch through" contact 

is perfectly compatible with a nominal two diffusion process cycle. 

The guard ring contact achieves at least two positive effects. 

The semi-abrupt L-H junction, overlaid with thermal oxide and biased 

as an "exit" contact, no longer occurs; consequently, any incipient 

surface breakdown is eliminated. Plus, the p-n junction effectively 

isolates the base one contact from the surface conductance. 

The viewpoint is adopted here that the attainment of large 

values of stand-off ratio Oli 0.95) and unmodulated interbase 

resistance (R_-. 20 kn) are desirable design options. Further, that 
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It is preeminently desirable to make't) and Rgg as insensitive as 

possible to variations in the surface potential. The conceptual 

division of RfiB into two parts (R̂ .and Rg) provides a useful notation* 

In first approximation, there exists-sufficient freedom to design 

R̂  » R£» In addition, the emitter-base one can be designed so that 

R̂  is affected very insignificantly by the.excess surface conductance, 

If it be supposed that R2 varies with the.', surface potential but is 

bounded above (R̂  <. * t̂ iat R1 '*,s independent of the surface 

potential and much larger than Rg(R̂  >, then, the inequalities 

Cn >_ 0,95 and < R̂ g <̂ 1,06 R̂ ) hold -— independent of the surface 

potential. 

The penalty attached to the guard ring scheme appears in the 

emitter characteristic; the emitter voltage saturates neither so 

"fast" nor to so low a value as without the guard ring. As may be 

seen in the experimental data presented in Chapter 5, the effect Is 

comparatively minor and could be tolerated easily in typical applica

tions. 

It seems permissible to speculate that the "collector" action 

of the p-n junction definitely will speed up removal of the excess 

minority charge; such a device would be expected to recover from 

saturation faster than one of like dimensions but without the guard 

ring. As the matter did not seem particularly relevant when data 

were being collected, no pulse measurements were made. 

In summary: The guard ring offers a useful extension of UJT 

performance. The technique effectively avoids a nasty surface problem 
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common when very lightly doped silicon is used. Trivial changes 

only are required in the processing; conanercially, no increase in the 

cost of manufacture would result. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A considerable assortment of neurlstor prototypes were 

fabricated, Performance of their UJT devices, while subject to the 

problems referred to earlier, was comparable to the vehicle described 

following* 

Experimental Vehicle 

The experimental vehicle was designed as a tool with which to 

confirm and investigate earlier observations ... further, to explore the 

guard ring idea. The main objective was to obtain representative 

devices; what exact parameter values happened to be so produced was 

not considered to be of first importance. 

The diffusion patterns are drawn to scale in Fig. 5.1. 

Conventional planar diffusion techniques were employed: boron 

(obtained from BN wafers) was used for p-diffusions and phosphorus 

(obtained from PĤ  gas) was used for n-diffusions. 

Dice were mounted on 10-pin metallic headers (type TO-lOO) 

using Au - Si eutectlc solder. Metallization and wire bonding was 

accomplished as pictured schematically in Pig. 5.1* 

The large area, gold solder-alloyed bottom surface of the die 

makes an excellent ohmic contact and serves conveniently as an eleventh 

contact* 
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• LEGEND; n-diffusion N^l \ p-dlffusion 

n driven through p 

Q 

Scale; 150 to 1 
*A1 directly on Si 

Fig, 5,1 Layout and Interconnection Diagram of Experimental 
Unijunction Transistors: Base Material 100 ohm - cm 
n-type Silicon 
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Processi-Design Variations 

Two series of such vehicles were fabricated; they differed 

in the following way: In the first series, the guard ring structure 

was formed by diffusing phosphorus completely through a small square 

centered in a large p-n diode. Guard rings were formed from non-

overlapping p and n diffusions in the second series. To a first 

approximation, dimensions of both p and n regions of the guard rings 

are the same for both series* 

Processing of the two series varied only In the phosphorus 

predeposition times: 60 minutes at 1050°C for the "drive-through" 

guard rings, and 15 minutes at 1050°C for the "nonoverlapping" type. 

No simple experimental scheme was available to determine an 

Impurity profile. If an L-H junction be defined to occur where the 

chemical impurity concentration equals ten times the background 

concentration; then, the shallow L-H junctions (resulting from the 

15 minute phosphorus predeposition) are estimated to occur at a depth 

"2.0 microns; the deep junctions (resulting from the 60 minute 

predeposition) are estimated to occur at a depth -5.0 microns. 

A simplified process schedule and first-order estimates of the 

resultant diffusion profiles are presented in Appendix C. 

Important differences between the two series are summarised 

in Table 5.1. 



Table 5.1 

Process-Design Variations 

Series 
Guard 
Ring 

• Type 

Estimated 
L-H Jet 
.Depth. 

Emitter 
p-n Jet 
Depth 

X n+ driven 
through p 

5.0 
microns 

2.5 
microns 

XI nonover-
. lapping. 

2,0 

.microns 
negligibly 
different 
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Number of Devices Tested 

Devices from four wafers were used-for evaluation. Two 

wafers were processed with masks giving "drive-̂ through" type guard 

rings; the other two wafers, when completed", incorporated guard rings 

of the "nonoverlapping" type. Five.vehicle "circuits" were selected 

from each wafer. All twenty evaluation ''circuits" were completely 

nondefectiye prior-to testing. Thus, the'basic sample size was ten 

units, 

Any experimental characteristic presented resulted from 

measurements made upon some specific device; however, such characters 

istlcs are representative of the whole group. 

Notation 

A large number of UJT connections are possible with the 

experimental vehicle. Considerable testing of various possibilities 

produced nothing unusual. Accordingly, five simple connections 

were selected for presentation. 

Table 5,2 lists the notation used subsequently. Pin numbers 

are those shown on Fig. 5,1, 

There are measured results for which the substitution of 

the bottom contact for pin 3 or vice versa produces a negligible 

change in the characteristic under consideration; the notation L/B. 

is applied to such cases. 



Table 5.2 

Notation for Experimental Deyices 

Connections 

Base. One Base Two, Emitter Symbol 

Pin. 5. Bottom.. Pin.4 . (S-B) (S-B) 

Pin.5 Pin. 3 . : . Pin,4 (S-L) 

Pin.l Bottom.;. . Pin 2 (GR~B) : 

Pin 1. , Pin 3 . Pin 2 (GR-L) 

Piti"! Pin 5 ; | ...Pin.2 (GR-S) 
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Experimental Results 

It Is convenient, first, to answer two speculative questions. 

A first speculation concerns the Schottky diode connected to pin 8 

in Fig. 5.1. The diode was included in the experimental vehicle to 

check the reverse leakage current and the surface recombination 

velocity for holes. First-order theoretical estimates can be grossly 

in error caused by the sensitivity of the surface properties to the 

specifics of the chemical contamination underlying the metal. It 

was desired not to pass by any attractively simple possibilities. 

Experimentally, reverse currents of the Schottky diodes were 

smaller than 1.0 microampere; further, the diodes exhibited no 

tendency whatever to sink minority holes. 

It was concluded, in agreement with traditional practice, that 

such Schottky barrier contacts possess no obviously useful properties 

as a base connection; as a design consideration, they are an obstacle 

to be avoided. 

When the resistor structure (S-L/B) is changed to (GR-L/B), 

about a five-fold increase in resistance occurs. The second speculation 

questions whether or not this Increase results solely because the guard 

ring effectively "disconnects" from one end of the resistor the surface 

conductance which otherwise would be connected approximately in 

parallel. 

The Series II (non-overlapping) base one contacts (pin 1, 

4. 
Fig. 5.1) consist of 2.0 x 2.0 mil (shallow) n regions Imperfectly 

centered within 2.4 x 2.4 mil undiffused openings incorporated into 
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the now "square-doughnut-shaped" p-region guard rings. Per Fig. 5.1, 

the junctions p-n and shallow L-H are connected together; accordingly, 

it is meaningful to test pin 1 only as an exit contact; oppositely 

directed, the p-n junction becomes forward biased. 

The ten (GR-L/B) resistors of the Series I (drive-through) type 

all sustained applied voltages to 50 volts without mishap, The ten 

CGR-L/B) resistors of the Series IX (nonoverlapping) type exhibited 

breakdown or not at applied voltages to 50 volts as follows; (10, 10, 

12, 17, 20, 20, 50, 50, 50, 50). Before breakdown, the V-I character 

Istic of Series II (GR-L/B) resistors is the same as that of Series I 

resistors. 

The author interprets the preceding results to mean the 

increase in resistance is due predominately to elimination of the 

surface conductance. No other mechanism is apparent. When it occurs, 

breakdown of the Series II guard ring structures results from the same 

basic mechanism as the simple planar (shallow) L-H junctions. 

The n+ - n~ junction, under .forward bias, forces free electrons 

into the lighter doped material; migrant holes also tend to collect 

in a potential energy pocket. The potential energy pocket for holes 

coincides with the space region of excess free electrons; which region 

passes around the shoulder of the "junction" and tends, generally, to 

the surface. The approxlmately-one-slded p - n junction, under reverse 

bias, extends its depletion region, potentially, well up to the n̂  

material. Hole collection opposes hole accumulation, and electron 

depletion opposes electron "injection", It follows that the p-n 
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junction opposes and may arrest the nominal Increase in free carrier 

density near the surface; in a particular example, it is a matter of 

competition between these tendencies whether or not breakdown occurs, 

Surface Breakdown 

It is an unfortunate fact that the experimental vehicle is 

an overly complex structure with which to measure surface breakdownt 

Both normal device operation and testing are limited by the onset of 

one or more high level effects. Elements of six vehicle "circuits'' 

were tested to destruction. The author believes he has observed 

breakdowns unrelated to L-H junctions; also observed, hot spot 

formation resulting eventually in localized'melting. When voltages 

and currents are large, a localized breakdown may produce only a 

rather insignificant change in the V-I characteristic. 

Briefly, of twenty (S-B) resistors, all were able to sustain 

"reverse bias" applied voltage to 50 volts without difficulty. Under 

"forward bias", breakdown occurred or not at applied voltage to 50 

volts as given following. Parentheses indicate units taken from the 

same wafer. One of the two units marked with an asterisk was selected 

as the example presented in Figs, 5.2 and 5,3. 

Series X (2, 30, 50, 50, 50) 

(50, 50, 50, 50, 50) 

Series II (2,5, 4*, 4*, 5, 21) 

(2, 13, 20, 50, 50) 



Curve 1. •. V-I Characteristic of an S-B Resistor 
at 25°C . 

Curve 2. V-X Characteristic of an S-L Resistor 
at 25°C 

10 

1-

2-

10 
10 5 

Reverse 
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(Volts) 
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5 10 

Forward 

Fig, 5,2 Characteristic of a Resistor with a Shallow L-H 
Junction Contact: The Effect of a Change f̂ om 
Bottom to Top Surface Second Contact 



Curve 2. V-I Characteristic of an S-L Resistor 
at 25°C 

Curve 3. V-I Characteristic of an S-L Resistor 
at 100°C 

(Volts) Forward 

Fig. 5.3 Characteristic of a Resistor with a Shallow L-H 
Junction Contact: The Effect of a Change in 
Temperature 
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More generallyt per Fig. 5.1, "pins" (3, 5, 6, 9 and B) 
can be Interconnected in any of numerous ways to form simple resistors. 

Testing many of these "resistors" produced an extensive collection of 

"breakdowns". Series XI resistors, typically, exhibited breakdown 

at voltages low enough to be attributed to L-H junction effect, Series 

I resistors, quite expectedly, sustain higher" voltages than Series XI, 

The cause of breakdown is very uncertain. The author was unable to 

discern any suggestive pattern to the breakdowns. 

Surface Conductance 

Figure 5.4 presents a first-order estimate of the resistor 

(GR-B), Measured characteristics of the resistors (GR-L/B) and (S-L/B) 

are presented in Fig, 5,5. 

The rather close numerical agreement between "theory" and 

experiment is specious. 

Comparative UJT Characteristics 

In this section, the characteristics of UJT devices (S-L/B)» 

(GR-L/B), and (GR-S) are compared to the characteristics of a 

2N2646 (a modern cube type) and a 2N4851 (an annular planar UJT). 

All characteristics of the experimental device(s) and the 2N2646 

result from measurements made upon a single unit. Characteristics 

presented for the 2N4851 were not measured; they are reproduced from 

Motorola (SPD) Application Note AN-293, 

In Fig. 5.6 (a, b, c, d, e), the current 1̂  is normalized 

to its value with Cln ** 0» V__ « 20V), The normalization was done to ju J3d 
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make more obvious the relative degree of lnterbase modulation. Use 

of the same absolute values of Ig seemed realistic as all the devices 

are of the same order of physical and electrical size. The 

characteristics plotted in Fig. 5.7, that for the 2N4851 excepted, 

deviate perceptibly from straight lines, the requirement for a constant 

value of stand-off ratio. The emitter characteristic of (S-L/B), per 

Fig. 5.8, suggests the efficacy of an L-H junction in promoting 

conductivity modulation. 
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Device Type 
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5.5 The Interbase Characteristic Approximately 
with and without a Guard Ring 
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Comparative UJT Interbase Characteristics 
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Type (S-L/B) 

(25BC) 

VBB (Volts) 

(c) 

Type (GR-S) 

L, « 20, 5, 2, 1, 0 

(25 °C) 

VBB (Volts) 

(d) 

Fig. 5.6 Comparative UJT Interbase Characteristics (Cont.) 



Type (GR-L/B) 

C25°C) 

VfiB (Volts) 

(e) 

Fig. 5.6 Comparative UJT Interbase Characteristics (Cont . )  



Device Type Nominal n 

2N4851 0.73 

2N2646 0.62 

2N4851 
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Fig. 5.7 Comparative UJT Stand-off Ratios 
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Fig. 5.7 Comparative UJT Stand-off Ratios (Cont.) 
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VBB = 15V (25°C) 

\ ! 2N2646 / (S-L/B) 

V 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

VE (Volts) 

(a) 

Fig. 5.8 Comparative UJT Emitter Characteristics 
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Note; The dashed curve Is for a 2N4851 with 
CVRB = 20V) .., The characteristic was 
taken, from Motorola (SPD) Application 
Note AN-293. 

= 15V C25°C) 
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/—N 
t  O 
w A M 
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0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

VE (Volts) 
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Fig. 5.8 Comparative UJT Emitter Characteristics (Cont.) 

(Note) 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

The UJT remains a low cost, low performance utility device. 

Deep-seated difficulties stand in the way of isolation and process 

compatible integration with other devices. These matters were 

reviewed in earlier sections; no positive recommendations concerning 

these difficulties resulted from this study, 

Summary of the Dissertation 

The several, somewhat disjunct, considerations included in this 

study are presented compactly in Fig. 6.1. These considerations are 

appropriate when the thermal oxides are retained as permanent passiva

tion and no specific effort is made to reduce the surface potential. 

As it affects the parameters of a planar UJT with a guard 

ring, excess surface conductance produces a larger value of stand-off 

ratio than would be realized otherwise — generally considered desirable. 

Without a guard ring, the principal effect of surface conductance is 

to reduce the attainable value of interbase resistance — typically 

viewed as undesirable. 

An L-H junction under "forward bias" opposes the passage of 

minority current. In principle, this action enhances conductivity 

modulation; however, this same effect also opposes rapid removal of 

79 
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The primary difficulties experienced 
in the fabrication of UJT devices 
from 100 ohm-cm, n-type silicon by 
the planar process resulted from: 

r 
Thermal Oxidation 
Produces Positive 
Surface Potential 

JL 

Adversely Affects 
Design... Also 
Unstable, Nonuniform, 
and Irreproducible 

rr:4* i Introduce 
Guard Ring 
Type UJT 
Base One 
Contact 

i t 
• 
I t 
! Base One ' 
i 
i 

T 
Eliminates 
Breakdown 
and Reduces 
the Effect of 
the Surface 
Conductance 

1 
Experimental 
Vehicle 

~i i 

n Diffusions are 
Required to Avoid 
Schottky Barrier Effects 

JL 
Surface In•H 

Conductance junctions 

1 1 > —i 

f 
I Experimental j 
! Vehicle j 

i 

"1 

T 
Confirm 
Breakdown 
of "Shallow" 
L-H Junctions 
under "Forward" 
Bias 

Simplified 
Analysis 
Predicts 
L-H Junction 
Energy Barrier 
Promotes 
Conductivity 
Modulation 

1 

I 

Tentative 
Qualitative 
Explanation 
of Surface 
Breakdown 

i 
-J 

Comparative Measured Characteristics of 
Conventional and Experimental UJT Devices 

Fig. 6.1 Synopsis of the Dissertation 
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stored charge and contributes an Increased sluggishness to the dynamic 

performance. Freely acknowledging the coarseness of the approximation 

so employed, local conductivity modulation enforced by an L-H junction 

is predicted to be a thousandfold greater than the modulation produced 

by an infinite recombination velocity surface. Even after making a 

very generous concession to reality, it seems reasonable to suppose 

that a difference of this magnitude would remain a first-order 

distinction. 

Many neurlstor prototypes were plagued by mysterious "break

downs", Some of these breakdowns were caused by material and surface 

defects; and, on occasion, effects resulting from spurious injection 

and collection were Interpreted mistakenly as breakdowns. Nevertheless, 

there remained numerous breakdowns which could not be so explained. 

Results obtained from the Series II experimental units are very 

definitive. Avalanche injection and conductivity modulation occur 

distinctly. 

The net space charge developed within an L-H junction under 

"reverse bias" is produced by fixed ionized impurities; under "forward 

bias", the net space charge results from mobile majority carriers. 

This fact associates spontaneously with the observation that breakdown 

occurs only under "forward bias". The change produced by an Increase 

in temperature is directed opposite to the corresponding change within 

a bulk breakdown. The nature of the change due to variation of 

temperature is the main evidence involving the surface states. The 
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foregoing statements provide the substance from which the suggested 

explanation was formulated. 

The simple expedient of a guard ring added, at no particular 

cost, to the base one contact of an otherwise elementary planar UJT 

produced a device with attractive quasi-static characteristics, 

Typically, the failure of the (GR-L/B) emitter characteristic to 

saturate so abruptly as the 2N2646, say, is a very small (often non

existent) liability, Whatsoever reduction of the recovery time 

occurs will produce a direct extension of the maximum relaxation 

oscillator frequency. 

A major advantage of the guard ring scheme rests on the fact 

that the surface conductance then plays a useful but subordinate role. 

The guard ring allowed fabrication of very successful UJT devices in 

the Solid State Engineering Laboratory; no special precautions or 

extra steps were required. 

Suggestions for Further Study 

Two important questions were raised and left unanswered 

by this study: What is the true mechanism producing the anomalous 

breakdowns? What quantitative constraints need be observed to avoid 

difficulties? It follows as a logical necessity to suggest a study 

intended to answer the foregoing questions. 

The pragmatic problems of nonconstancy are precisely those 

encountered in MOS devices. Investigation of the breakdown phenomenon 

is a kindred problem. There exists, now, an extensive body of knowledge 
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and research methodology applicable to MOS structures. Specific 

recommendations do not seem appropriate, 

A Proposed UJT Device Innovation 

In the author's frank opinion, the UJT is a device of yexy 

limited potential, The most useful innovation would be one which 

promises improved performance in an already established application. 

The innovation proposed here employs n-p-n bipolar transistor 

action to obtain a large ratio of modulated to unmodulated Î . The 

transistor scheme is an extension of the guard ring idea. An illus

tration depicting the essential features is given in Fig. 6,2, 

Assuming a suitably proportioned structure, the device is 

envisioned to operate as follows: A current of holes injected by 

the emitters and collected by the guard ring is required to flow 

through the resistance offered by the guard ring. The buildup of 

voltage along the guard ring is limited by the innermost p-n junction; 

which same junction becomes forward biased and commences injection. 

Electrons Injected by the first junction can pass on to base two by 

transistor action. The structure approximates to a conventional 

planar BJT; accordingly, the ratio of injected electrons to injected 

holes is very large. It seems reasonable to suppose that even a 

rather low beta transistor will produce a significant contribution 

to ID„. What effect, if any, the transistor action will have upon BZ 

normal UJT (guard ring) operation is not apparent to the author. 

The guard ring, now, is shaped rather like a "soap dish"; 

the side walls of this "dish" should be as narrow as is practicable. 
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Base One 
(Illustrates 

Contact 
Metal Design) 

n 

B1 metal covers 
as much of the 
n-material as 
possible 

Emitters 

n 

A two-step 
n-diffusion 
produces a 
"window" 
through the 
p material... 
about 5% of t 
total area 

tie 

Alloyed Base Two Contact 

(Si, P >. 10 ohm-cm) 

Fig. 6.2 Iroposed UJT Incorporating BJT Action 
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Note, as much of the n-type surface as possible should be metallized. 

Figure 6.2 shows the base two contact made to.the bottom Burface of 

the die; the contact could be made bo'the.top surface equally well. 

The author speculates that a suitably designed device might 

achieye a ratio of modulated to unmodulated' greater than 100« 

If so, hopefully, the "improved" performance.would offset the 

increased complexity (and cost) of fabrication. 



APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF .THE CONDUCTIVITY 
MODULATION EQUATIONS 

The current transport equations, as written in one-dimensional 

Cartesian coordinates« 

fin ̂  
j* = qbD -7—r + qby n? E (A.la) Jn n p dx'  ̂ p 

•jp = <iDp !b£ - quP p'E (A-lb> 

Substitute 

(A. 2) 
q V 

E - (A.3) 

into (A.la) and (A. lb) and rewrite as 

jf L 
n b T7 C~) " Mr1) (A.4a) qn̂  D u dx n̂  v\' dx̂ kT 

3P L = - - (Pi) A-rfE.) (A*4b) 
qn.D dx n. n. dx kT 1 i p i i 
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Define the following normalized variables: 

p - P1/̂  (A.5a) 

n = n'/n£ (A.5b) 

jp - Dp) (A.6a) 

jn " (JAL)/(qni V (A,6b) 

x =» x'/L (A.7) 

« V/(kT/q) (A. 8) 

The current transport equations, as written in normalized variables* 

n 
dn 
dx - bn 

dip 
dx 

dx 

(A. 9a) 

(A. 9b) 

Perform the indicated linear transformation of variables. As is 

customary, the subscript "o" denotes values appropriate to thermal 

equilibrium at 300°K. The symbol "N" has the convenient physical 

Interpretation of normalized conductivity. 
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N =» p + bn (A. 10) 

Q = p - n. (A, 11) 

B = p - n (At 12) 
o o 

The model embodies the following assumptions; homogeneous, 

B ji B(x) (A. 13) 

n-type, 

n > p (A«14) 
o o 

sufficiently extrinsic that the equilibrium minority carrier density 

is negligible, 

p s 0 (A. 15) 
o 

quasi-neutrallty, 

Q a B (A. 16) 

There results from the assumptions of the model the following 

approximations: 

N-Q a N-B bN + No fA 17* 
n = (b+1) (b+1) b(b+l) (A. 17) 

N+bQ a H+bB N " No ,A 
p = (b+D (b+1) " (b+1) (A. 18) 
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jgn „ d£ c , 1 dN (A lg) 

dx dx (b+1) dx 

After substitution, the current transport equations are obtained 

in their final preferred form. 

, (bN.+ . N ). 
-j = k fUJi. ' ° ( k  20a") jn (b+1) dx (b+1) dx (A.zoa; 

,  ̂-1 dN _  ̂" V d£ rA ,n, v 
p (b+1) dx (b+1) dx 

The variables and parameters of the model are defined within the 

following domain: 

x > 0 (A.21a) 

N(x) > N >0 (A.21b) 
O 

ip(x) j> 0 (A.21c) 

j < 0 (A.21d) 
n — 

< 0 (A.21e) 

Some notation introduced in Chapter 3 is repeated here. 

a « JE/JB CJfi f 0) CA.22a) 



Jn « (1 + ab) jB 

J = [1 + (b+1) a] jB 

The boundary conditions given in Chapter 

L-H Junction Contact 

iJ>(o) m 0 

N(o) « Nx 

3p " SjB 

Jn - (1 + ab) 

p-n Junction Contact 

iK°) « 0 

N(o) « N 
o 

Jp "h 

in = 0 

Gold Alloyed Contact 

i|>(o) a 0 

N(o) = Nq 

Jn - CI + ab) jB 
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(jB ?* 0) (A.22b) 

(jB  ̂0) (A.22c) 

3 are repeated here. 

(A. 23) 

(A.24) 

(jB * 0) (A.25) 

(jB * 0) (A.22b) 

(A. 23) 

(A.26) 

(jfl = 0) (A. 27) 

(A.28) 

(A.23) 

(A.26) 

(jB + 0) (A. 25) 

(jB * 0) (A.22b) 
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Next, (A.22b) and (A,25) are substituted into (A,20a) and 

(A.20b); which same, then, are solved for dN/dx; the result, in the 

form appropriate for the L-H junction boundary condition, becomes 

Eq, (A, 29). 

ou (1 +.2ab) N 
{ (b+1) + N ~ [1 + (b+l)a] N J * 0 (A.29) 

N >. [1 + (b+1) a] No 

It may be noted that the integrability of (A.29) requires 

JB f6 JB(x) (A.30) 

a ̂  a(x) (A.31) 

The foregoing requirement is satisfied by setting thermal generation 

and recombination equal to zero. 

Integration of (A,29), subject to (A.24), yields Eq. (A,32). 

1L - [1 + (b+l)a] N 
CN, - N) + CI + 2ab) N ln{-i M  ̂ , °} 

(b+1) v 1 * v,o 1 N - [1 + (b+1)a] N 

- - JBx, (jB * 0), Nx > N(x) > [1 + (b+1)a] Nq (A.32) 
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A similar, straightforward solution for dip/dx does not lead to an 

integrable expression because (A.32) camiot be solved for N(x) in 

closed form. Use of the Implicit Function Theorem avoids the 

difficulty. After substitution of jg for Eq. (A.20b) is re

written as Eq. (A.33). 

h = • (b+i> d!} ̂  <A,33) 

The expression for dN/dx provided by (A.29) is substituted into 

(A.33) to yield (A.34). 

= _ (1 + 2ab) (A 3,, 
dN N - [1 + (b+l)a] N o 

Equation (A.34) is solved, subject to the boundary conditions (A.23) 

and (A.24); the result is given as Eq. (A.35). 

A - tl + 0*-l)a] H t 

ln N - [1 + (b+l)a] Ko 1 (1 + 2ab) * ' 

The intention is to eliminate from Eq. (A.32) the variable N in favor 

of the variable 4>* It may be observed that the LHS of Eq. (A.35) 

appears as one term of Eq. (A.32). The other term required by (A.32) 

can be obtained from (A.35) also, after some algebraic manipulation. 

(Nx - N) - (Nr - [X + <b+l)a] No){l - exp[-̂ -̂ L—]} (A.36) 
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Equations (A.35) and (A.36) are substituted Into (A.32) to obtain the 

solution equation for i|>(x)» The same technique is used for the other 

boundary conditions. 

The solution equations are grouped following under the 

contact headings. 

L-H Junction Contact 

„ . N, - [X + (b+l)a] N 

(b-KL) (NX ~ N) + C1 + 2ab> N0 ln{ N - [X + (b+X)a] 

= -jBx, (jB M), Nx > N(x) [1 + (b+l)a] Nq (A.32) 

V + IbttT ("i - tl + (Wl)»l No){l - exp[(1;''l2ab)i} 

= (JB / 0) (A.37) 

p-n Junction Contact 

N . bN + N 

(b+1) " Nô  *" b~ ln̂ (b+X)Nô  "* "̂ EX* ° (A.38) 

2N . N 
[«• - l] - ̂  * - -dE». 0B - o) (A. 39) 
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Gold Alloyed Contact 

9. (b+l)a K 

(b+1) (No ~ N> + + 2ab> N0 ln{[l + (b+l)a] Nq - N } 

- ~ jB*» 0B * 0), [1 + (b+l)a] Nq > N(x) > Nq (A.40) 

- 2ab Nq {1 - exp[̂  +̂ 2ab)̂  " " ̂BX' <A*41) 

Material constants are assigned values appropriate to 

-10 ohm - cm silicon. The equations* as written, employ the conventional 

set of mixed units. 

b = mobility ratio: electrons/holes 

b - 2.8 (A,42) 

nt (300°K) - 1.5 x 1010 (cm"3) (A.43) 

D =12,4 (cm2/Sec) (A,44) 
P 

y « 480 (cm2/Volt-Sec) (A.45) 
P 

— C300°K) =» 0.0259 (Volts) (A.46) 
<1 

jp, J' In (A/cm2) 

p', n', B' in.(cm 3) 

x', L in (cm) 

V in (Volts) 

E in (Volts/cm) 



APPENDIX B 

DERIVATION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITION ̂  

The variables N and p are equivalent. Explicitly; 

N « Nq + (b+l)p (B.l) 

As may be recalled from Chapter 3, two independent expressions 

for the quantity P are equated and the resultant expression is solved 

for p̂ . 

D 
P(jE, T) - - T(-f> jE (B.2) 

L 

X  

P(jB* a» Px) " lim f [p(t) ~ aNQ] dt (B.3) 
V-MO J 

0 

Literal evaluation of the integral in (B.3) cannot be done because 

the integrand [p - aNQ] cannot be obtained from Eq. (A.32) in closed 

form. This difficulty is avoided by a transformation of variables. 

x 

lim | [p(t) - aNQ] dt 

I 
0 

lim | [p(i(i) - aNQ] ~ di|i (B.4) 
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From Eq. (A.36) there Is obtained the result: 

[pOjO - aNQ] » (p1 - aNQ) exp[(1 ̂ 2ab)3 (B,5) 

From Eq. (A.37) comes dx/dtj>. 

j N 2b(p, aN ) . 
dx _o o r -4> i 
dIP " jB ~ jB(l + 2ab) exp L(1 + 2ab)J CB.6) 

Equations (B.5) and (B.6) when substituted into the RHS of (B.4) 

produce the result: 

P(jB> a, p̂  « -(b/jB)(p1 - aNQ)2 

- (NQ/jB)(l + 2ab)(Pl - aNo) (B.7) 

Next, the RHS of (B.2) is set equal to the RHS of (B.7) and the 

result solved for p£. The unnormalized form is preferred for 

numerical evaluation. 

1 
n' , jl 2 2 n* 

r[(1 +2ab) + ] - t  P O 

P{ (J J. a ,  T )  (B.8) 

T in (Sees) 
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The opacity of the various expressions for derives from 

the fact that four independent parameters (n , j-, j-, x) are required o JJ a 

to determine a value of N̂ . 

Table B.l provides a set of numerical values of . 

Values required by the example solutions were taken from this table. 
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Table B.l 

Normalized Conductivity Boundary Values (N̂ /N0) 
Calculated from the L-H Junction Contact Model 

n-type Si 
100 ohm - cm 

300°K n-type Si 
10 ohm - cm 

300°K 

T = lO"̂  Sees 
n = S 4.7 x 10* 
o D 

L3 -3 cm 
T = lO"̂  Sees 

10 n a N* » 4.7 x 1014 cm 3 
o D 

a \ 
1 

A/cra2 

10 

A/cm2 
10 

A/cm2 

103 

A/cm2 

104 

A/cm2 
fl-cm 

0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 100 

0 
10 10 10 10 10 10 

10~5 
1.0 1.5 10 97 9.7xl02 100 

10~5 
10 10 15 l.OxlO2 9.8x10̂  10 

io~4 
1.1 3.5 31 3.IxlO2 3.1xl03 100 

io~4 
10 11 35 3.2xl02 3.2xlOJ 10 

10"3 
1.5 10 97 9.7xl02 9.7xl03 100 

10"3 

10 15 l.OxlO2 9.8xl02 9.8xl03 10 

io"2 
3.5 31 3.1xl02 3.IxlO3 3.IxlO4 100 

io"2 

11 35 3.2xl02 3.2xl03 3.2x10̂  10 

10"1 
10 97 9.7xl02 9.7xl03 9.7xl04 100 

10"1 

18 l.OxlO2 9.8xl02 9.8xl03 9.8xl04 10 

1 32 3.1xl02 3.1xl03 3.1xl04 3.1xl05 100 
1 

58 3.1xl02 3.1xl03 3.1xl04 3.IxlO5 10 

10 
97 9.7xl02 9.7xl03 9.7xl04 9.7xl05 100 

10 
A.OxlO2 l.lxlO2 9.7xl03 9.7xl04 9.7xl05 10 



APPENDIX C 

PROCESS SCHEDULE AND DIFFUSION PROFILES 

The process schedule of Table C.l applied to 100 ohm-cm 

n-type silicon produces the impurity profiles estimated in Figures 

C.l through C.4. 

Table C.l 

Major Process Operations 

Operation Time Temp Remarks 

Boron 
Predeposition 

10 
min 

1000°C Grade A BN 
Source Wafers 
Process not 
yet evaluated 

Boron 
Drive-in 

120 
min 

1160°C First 25 min 
Wet02 gives 
5000 A Oxide 

Phosphorus 
Predeposition 

15/60 
min* 

1050°C PH3 Source 
*Series Il/I 

Phosphorus 
Drive-in 

15 
min 

1100°C Total 15 min 
Wet £2 S*ves 
3000A Oxide 
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